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EXECUTIVE SUGMARY

The LSS rule in 10 CFR 2 Subpart J mandates the Licensing Support System as an electronic
information system to facilitate the discovery process and the motions process of the license
proceedings under the Civilian Radioactive Waste M ement Program. It gives the U.S.
Department of Energy the responsibility to design and develop the LSS, and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission the responsibility to operate the system.

This document specifies the functional, performance, availability and security requirements of
the Licensing Support System (LSS). It embodies the higher level requirements of the Phase 1
LSS Requirements Document, and is intended to stand alone as a description of LSS capabilities
which DOE will implement.

The LSS will provide automated search of document headers and full text, and retrieval of
document headers, text and electronic images in support of the discovery process. Access will be
provided at multiple locations (listed in Section 9), including public reading rooms. In addition
dial-in access will be provided. The LSS will also facilitate the proceedings by providing
electronic messaging for the rapid delivery of filings (motions, service, etc.). The official record
material in the LSS will provide an electronic docket of the proceedings, including the daily
transcripts generated during thearings.

Most of the documentary material in the LSS will be submitted by LSS parties in electronic
format and imported into the LSS. In addition, the LSS will provide scanning and image-to-text
conversion capability to allow the capture of material in paper format.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Civilian Radioactive Waste ManagementProgram is based upon a strategy of emplacing
high level radioactive waste in a permanent underground geologic disposal facility. The license
to construct this facility must be issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in a
process described in 10 CFR 2 and related regulations. Subpart I of 10 CFR 2 mandates the
Licensing Support System (LSS) as an electronic information system to facilitate the discovery
process and the motions process of the license hearings. It gives the U.S. Department of Energy
the responsibility to design and develop the LSS, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commiision the
responsibility to operate the system.

As part of their responsibility, DOE is issuing this system requirements document to identify,
scope and bound the requirements of the LSS, allowing the design and development process to
proceed. Accordingly, this document will serve as a vehicle to communicate the planned
functions and capabilities of the LSS to interested parties, inchlding the LSS Advisory Review
Panel (LSSARP), the NRC LSS Administrator and his staff, and the public. The LSSARP and a
Technical Working Group appointed by the panel have been involved in the creation of this
document, providing review and comments.

1.1 Purpose of Document: Clarify, Scope, and Bound Requirements

This document addresses the following issues:

0 The LSS Rule (10 CFR 2 Subpart J) describes several key system requirements at
a high level, but does not sufficiently scope and bound LSS requirements to allow
system development and implementation to proceed. The Licensing Support
System Phase I Functional Requirements document' captures the system-relevant
requirements at a high level, but not the detailed computer system requirements
needed for system design.

* LSS system descriptions represented in DOE requirements documents in the 1990
time fiame2 have been overcome by technology, and are not considered
apprpriat as the current system requirements specifications. 3 In addition, these
documents were never formally accepted by the LSSARP as representing the
system requirements.

fUensing Support system Phase i F1ma Reqwe Daft. Fcbuay 28.1 9. lW Eavirameaw Safety Synems nc.

2UMing Suppot System Systemadel Requirmts Dowmmn Noember 20. 1990. SAIC

3Ebn~zo of UcLasing Support System OpOs. Jay 6 1996. TRW Enhioamenal Safety System Ic, Seco 3A.
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* Numerous discussions and briefings related to LSS capabilities have taken place
over the past several years, including those at LSSARP meetings, briefings to the
1S A dministrs staff, and less formal occasions. As a result, persons with an
interest in the LSS have formed concepts and opinions about what the system will
or will not do which may be undocumented and inconsistent with the views of
others.

* The need to make rapid forward progress on the imlmentation and development
of the LSS cannot be met without rapid closure on a succinct list of system
requirements. This document will serve as the vehicle to achieve closure on the
system requirements and enable development to proceed.

By succinctly describing all aspects of the Licensing Support System in a single document, the
DOE hopes to clarify the exact functions which the LSS will perform, reducing the possibility
that the delivered system will not meet the expectations of the user community. It is important to
recognize that this document, which embodies the higher level requirements of the Phase I LSS
Requirements Document, is intended to stand alone as a description of LSS capabilities which
DOE will implement In short,l a capability is not described In this douement, it Is not
planned for ISS Implementation. If it Is described as a requirement In this document, it Is
planned for Implementation as part of the ISS.

1.2 Document Organization

This document begins with a concept of operations (Section 2), setting the context for the formal
requirments which follow. Requirements are then presented in the following categories:

* Primary functional requirements (document capture, query and retrieval, electronic
messaging, and official records material functions). (Section 3)

* System A station requirements. (Section 4)

* Functions necessary to assure security and data integrity (access control, data quality
protection.) (Section 5)

* Key LSS data elements (the format of the LSS header, for example). (Section 6)

* Performance and capacity requirements (response time, storage capacity.) (Section 7)

* Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability Requirements (assuring system functions
are available when needed.) (Section 8)

* LSS site requirements (where the system will be located, and what capabilities will be
available at each site.). (Section 9)
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Finally, this document provides guidelines for system design (Section 10) which are intended to
ensure that the system is designed with flexibility to accommodate growth and technology
insertion.

13 Relationship Between Requirements and System Design

An important goal of this document is to present LSS requirements at a sufficient level of detail
to clarify the essential capabilities of the LSS without overly constraining design. By not overly
constraining the design, this document encourages the integration of various Commercial Off
The Shelf (COTS) software and hardware components to provide the required capabilities.
Over-specification of requirements, especially the details of the user interface (screen layout and
displays) can severely limit the use of COTS products, and is therefore avoided.

1A Requirements Statement Format

The LSS Phase 2 requirements are written to stand alone as testable requirements, independent of
the explanatory text of this document. Requirements are presented in the following format:

ISS2-nnn Sbort Tie. The LSS shall ...(Requirements statement). "LSS1-nnn]

Comment: Text of the comment

Each Phase 2 requirement is identified by a unique alphanumerc sequence: LSS2-nnn, where
LSS2- indicates a Phase 2 LSS requirement, and "n" is a digit from 0 to 9, providing unique
identification.

The bracketed requirement identifier at the end of the statement, [LSSI-nnn], references the
parent requirement in the LSS Phase 1 requirements, which can be found in Appendix A.

The Short title is a meaningful title which can be used in tables and summaries to refer to a
requirement without repeating the entire requirement statement.

The requirement statement (The LSS shalL.f) specifies the Phase 2 requirement

The comment, which is optional, is used to clarify some requirements, sometimes giving
examples of designs which would fulfill the requirement. The comment is not a testable
requirement, but is intended to help the reader in correctly interpreting the requirement.

In some cases a requirement is further broken down into sub-requirements, identified as follows:

LSS2-nnn Sum= A.quiment. Summary requirement statement. [LSSl-nnn]
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LSS2.nnn.Ol First Sub uiremen . Statement for first subrequirement. [LSS1-
nnnJ

LSS2-nnn-02 Second Submquirement. Statement for second subrequirement.
[ISS1-nmn]

Duning system testing, the parent requirement will not be satisfied unless all the subrequirements
are satisfied.
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2.0 LSS CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

The LSS Concept of Operations describes what functionality the LSS is to provide, who the
users will be, when and where the LSS will be available, and how the LSS will be used. The
Concept of Operations does not specify system requirements nor dictate procedural requirements.
It's purpose is to provide a conceptual understanding of the anticipated use of the LSS, as a basis
for understanding the requirements defined in Sections 3 through 10.

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 The LSS Mission

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA), as amended, requires NRC to review, and issue a final
decision approving or disapproving, DOE's license application for construction authorization of a
geologic repository within three years of the date that the license application is submitted. In
order to help NRC and the involved participants complete the licensing proceedings within the
allotted three year time frame, the LSS electronic information management system is to:

* Expedite the document discovery process by replacing time-consuming manual
searches of the documentary materials, expected to be on the order of tens of
millions of pages, with computerized full text searches, and
* Expedite filings, services, rulings, etc., by replacing long postal mailing times with
electronic messaging.

2.L12 Summary of LSS FBnctionality

The LSS is to provide hardware and software for.

* The capture of documentary materials' submitted in electronic form by the
participants'
* The captureof the official docket in electronic form consisting of the official record
materials of the Licensing Proceedings, e.g., daily transcripts, list of exhibits, motions
filed, depositions, etc.
* The electronic filing, service, and proof of service for motions, rulings, etc.,
* The retrieval, display and print, of the headers, page images, and text of the documentary
materials (for document discovery), using field-oriented and full text searches
* The retrieval, display and print, of the headers, page images, and text of the official record

4ourenmy iaaas afeno m jtdocamue. Abiblopic he mst e subrnwd for acu document_. heir of _aphic
oenced me'ialnd oldter ftems. An image aust be bmied ny when therial k an"tkc imagin G. ASCt an cm be uaimied
only when the Mater iaIs sutbefor conVelniol IoDet

5Panicpants' is amea mD be afl-encompassln and includes any puny. p~tenia pany. tic. which is ranted LSS acoms other dha 'public.
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materials, using field-oriented and full text searches
* The requesting of printed copies of headers, page images, and text of the documentary
materials, and the official record materials.

2.13 ISS Users

The users of the LSS fall basically into 4 categories:

* The Participants,
* The Presiding Officers and NRC Secretary,
* The LSSA, System Administration and Capture personnel, and
* The Public.

All users will access the LSS via controlled accounts, established by the LSSA's System
Administration personnel, where each account has it's own unique user-id and password.

2.1.3.1 Participants

The "participants" to the Licensing Proceedings will include the DOE, the NRC, the State of
Nevada, and others, e.g., the affected units of local government and industry. All participants
will be provided equivalent access to the LSS. The LSSA will establish one or more controlled
accounts per participant. If a participant organization has more than one account, then one or
more account(s) will be considered the "account(s) of the attorney(s) of record" to which all
services should be sent.

Participants will access the LSS via dedicated interactive retieval stations at the locations
defined in Section 9.0, Table 9-1, and remotely using their own computes, to:

* Perform document discovery via field-oriented and full text searches against
the headers and/or tent of the LSS documentary materials holdings,

* Perform field-oriented and full text searches against the headers and/or text of the
official docket,

* Display or print the headers, page image(s), and page text(s), of the documentary
materials or official record materials identified by searches,

* Request paper copies of the headers, page image(s), and page text(s) of
documentary materials or official record materials, and

* File motions, searve other participants, etc., via electronic messages.

The participants will also have access to "candidate" official record materials.
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2.1.32 Presiding Officers and NRC Secretary

The Pre-Licensing Application Presiding Officer (PLAPO) and the Presiding Officer (PO) are
responsile for overseeing the licensing proceedings prior to and after docketing of the License
Application (LA), respectively. The Secretary of the NRC is responsible for establishing and
mntaining the official docket of the Licensing Proceedings in electronic form, and will
designate to the LSSA, which and when, any "candidate" official record materials are to be added
to the official docket. As users, the Presiding Officers and Secretary will have access equivalent
to that of a participant, ie., no special access/functionality is envisioned.

2.133 The ISSA, System Administration and Capture Personnel

The LSS Administrator (LSSA) is responsible for the certification of the LSS's contents, for
ensuring the administration, operations, and maintenance of the LSS, and for ensuring the LSS is
available for access, as requird As a user, the LSSA will have access which includes access
equivalent to that of a participant; the LSSA will have additional access to functionality available
to the LSS System Administration and Capture personnel, who will be authorized by the LSSA
to perform certain LSSA functions.

LSS System Administration personnel will be responsible for establishing and maintaining
accounts for all users, and for maintaining system availability, and data integrity. These
responsibilities include:

* Ensuring the LSS is on-line available as required,
* Cheating and maintaining all user accounts, including:

- user.jd's and passwords,
- functional and data access definitions, and
- suspending'/terminating accounts,

* Servicing print requests,
* Maintaining authority tables used in the validation of header field values,
* Maitaining protected header field designations which prevent the editing of
selected header fields,
* Maintaining the address book used in electronic messaging,
* Reconfiguring capture stations,
* Performing routine system maintenance of hardware,
* Performing corrective system maintenance of hardware,
* Performing data backups and recovery, as required,
* Performing installation of hardware, as required, and
* Performing installation of software upgrades, as required.

-

6Se IOOR25b SpJ S=2.1012.
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LSS Capture personnel will be responsible for capturing the documentary materials submitted to
the LSSA, and capturing the "candidate" and "approved" official record materials. These
responsibilities include:

* Importing documentary material submitted by the participants in electronic format,
i.e., bibliographic headers, page images, and page texts,
* Validating submitted bibliographic header data against LSS header valid-values lists,
known as authority tables

* * Creating headers for the documentary materials submitted,
* Updating headers to correct errors, as appropriate,
* Scanning to image, hard-copies which are to become part of the official docket,
* Quality checking scanned page images,
* Re-scanning and inserting page images which fail quality checks,
* Converting images of pages to text,
* Quality checking page texts which were converted from images,
* Correcting and replacing page texts which fail quality checks,
* Identifying documentary materials which are duplicates of existing LSS holdings,
* Deleting documents which are duplicates, or not relevant.

2.13A The Public

The public will be provided access to the LSS via controlled public accounts, whose userids and
passwords will be controlled by the LSSA's System Administration personnel. Public access to
the LSS will only be via dedicated interactive retrieval stations at designated public access
locations, as defined in Section 9.0, Table 9-1. The public will access the LSS to:

* Perform field-oriented and ful text searches against the headers and/or text of the
LSS documentary materials holdings,
* Perform field-oriented and full text searches against the headers andlor text of the
official docket,
* Display or print the headers. page image(s), and page text(s), of the documentary
niaterials or official record materials identified by searches, and
* Request paper copies of the headers, page image(s), and page text(s) of
documentary materials or official record materials.

The public will not have access to the LSS electronic messaging facilities. The public will not
have access to "candidate" official record materials.

2.2 LSS Completion and Tur-over to the NRC

DOE is responsible for the design and development of the LSS. After completion of LSS
development and subsequent acceptance testing, DOE will turn the system over to the NRC,
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which will be responsible for it administration, operation, and midi1nance.

The process and schedule by which the LSS will be developed, acceptance tested, deployed to
the sites, populated with data, and "handed off' from the DOE to the NRC will be addressed by
MOUs and other agreements between those agencies.

23 ISS In Operation

Since the LSS will be delivered with all required functionality, and since the LSSA, System
Administraion and Capture personnel will have familiarity with the system as a result of
acceptance testing, the LSS is expected to go operational soon after the system is tumed-over to
the NRC.

Certification: The LSSA must complete loading of all participants' submitted documentary
materials, and certify DOE's substantial compliance in submitting all of their existing relevant
documentary materials at least six months prior to DOEs submission of the License Application.

Docketing of the License Application: After the LSSA has certified the LSS and DOE has
submitted the License Application, the NRC will docket DOE's License Application. The NRC
will establish a docket number, and publish a hearing notice in the Federal Register.

Availability of Functionality: As previously indicated, the LSS will be delivered with all
required functionality. However, the public may not be given access to the images and
searchable text of the documentary materals holdings prior to docketing of the License
Application, and the official docket will not be initiated until docketing of the License
Application. Once the official docket-is initiated for that docket number, field-oriented and full
text search of the electronic docket's official record materials will be available.

The ISS Database: The LSS database will consist of the documentary materials, the official
docket, and the "candidate' official record materials, i e., electronic filings, services, and proofs
of service which have been transmitted by the participants and captured by the LSSA, but not yet
"approved" by the Secretary. The documentary materials will consist of any documentary
materials pre-loaded by the DOE, and all participants' documentary materials loaded by NRC
Capture personnel. The official docket will consist of the "approved" electronic filings, services,
and proofs of service, and all other official record materials provided by the Secretary and loaded
by Capture personnel, eg., transcripts, depositions, etc.

User Access: Each user will be able to access the LSS via their own personal account, using a
userid and password combination. Each account, will have access to only that functionality and
data defined for that account by the LSSA, and established by System Administration personnel.

Loading of Submitted Documents: LSS Capture personnel will load participant submissions,
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which must comply with LSS import format criteria. The bibliographic header, page images, and
text for each item of documentary material will be imported from electronic media.
Bibliographic header fields will be imported into the LSS header, and field values will be
validated against authority tables. LSS-specific header fields, such as the document indexer's id
will be entered by the Capture personnel; other fields, such as "Datrime Loaded into LSS"
should be automatically entered by the system. Page images and texts-will be imported, when
provided. The LSS header, page images, and text will be quality checked. Text and header
fields which are to be full-text searchable will be spell-checked, corrected, and searchable text
created. Each item will then be checked to determine if it is a duplicate, and if not will be
committed to the LSS database. The item will then be available for search and retrieval by all
users.

Items which cannot be properly indexed, fail quality checking, or are otherwise unacceptable will
be included in a Rejection List to be provided to each participant.

Unique ID on Each Item of Documentary Materials.; Each item of documentary materials
submitted by a participant must have an item-id in the bibliographic header, which is unique to
that item from that participant; DOE's unique id is the "accession number". This item-id will not
be unique across more than one participants' submissions. Capture personnel will make each
item submitted unique across all participants' submissions within the LSS by creating an LSS-
unique "accession number" in the LSS header.

Verification of Documentary Materials: Participants are responsible for verifying that all
copies of their documentary materials were loaded into the ISS accurately and correctly, and will
use the search and retrieval techniques available for document discovery to accomplish this.
Participants have a set number of days from their date of submission to verfy their data, as-
loaded, and notify the LSSA if any errors are detected. Within this timeframe, Capture personnel
may edit unprotected LSS header fields to correct errors. If edited, a date of last modification
will be automatically entered in the LSS header by the system.

If the LSSA is notified of errors beyond the established timeframe, the participant will have to
re-submit the item as a new, separate item. The bibliographic header submitted with the new
item will identify all bibliographic header fields which have been revised, within a comments
field in the new bibliographic header. The capture personnel will load the new item, and will not
delete the original item, but will update itfs LSS header to indicate a corrected version exists.

Searching the Documentary Materials: Each user will be able to perform field-oriented and
full text searches against the documentary materials holdings of the LSS; however, public
accounts are not required to have access to images and full text for searches, until docketing of
the License Application7. The LSSA may authorize access to images and the full text of the
documentary materials holdings of the LSS for public accounts prior to docketing.

See 1OCFR2 Subpat J Se 2.1007.
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The search results will first be displayed as a summary list, e.g., a one-line subset of header fields
per item identified using the query criteria. The components of any item in the summary list will
then be displayable or printable by selecting the associated summary line and the component to
be displayed or printed, i e., the header, page images, or page texts.

In addition, users may submit a request to print an item's header and images. In that event.
System Administration personnel will service the request and mail the printed hard-copies to the
requester, as soon as possible.

Access to Privileged Documentary Materials: For privileged documentary materials, only
bibliographic headers will be submitted. The LSS header will still be accessible to all users.

If a participant's claim of privilege is denied, the participant will re-submit the item as a new item
with bibliographic header, page images, and page texts. The capture personnel will load the new
item, and will not delete the original header denoting the item as privileged, but will update it to
indicate a corrected version exists.

If a participant's claim of privilege is recognized, but the PO orders the item's submission, the
LSSA will place the item in a Protective Order File, such as a secure, controlled file cabinet, or a
designated stand-alone computer. The capture personnel will create a new LSS header for the
submitted item, load the bibliographic header fields submitted for that item, and complete the
entry of the LSS header fields, including an indication that it has been placed in such a Protective
Order File. The capture personnel will not delete the original LSS header, but will update it to
indicate a corrected version exists. The new item's images andlor text will not be accessible on-
line via an LSS user's account, but may be accessible on-line via a stand-alone computer.

Electronic Messaging: All Participants, the LSSA, the Presiding Officers, and the Secreay will
have access to electronic messaging to transmit and receive filings, services, etc., electronically.
Proofs of service will be provided for all such servings. All such filings, services, and proofs of
service will be marked "candidate" official record materials, until "approved' and designated as
"official" by the Secretary. The LSSA will be copied on all such items, and will provide these to
Capture personnel for loading as "candidate" official record materials. Capture personnel will
create the LSS header for each item. When the Secretary approves "candidate" official record
material, and so designates to the LSSA, Capture personnel will update the corresponding LSS
header to reflect it as "approved".

Participants may also use the electronic messaging facilities for messages which are not destined
to become part of the official docket.

The Official Docket: The official docket for the Licensing Proceedings, i.e., the legal record,
will be maintained in electronic form in the LSS. The NRC Secretary will ensure that the
electronic docket contains all the official record materials of the licensing proceedings. The
official record materials will include the electronic filings, services, and proofs of service
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"approved" by the Secretary and all other official record materials provided by the Secretary and
loaded by Capture personnel, e.g., transcripts, depositions, etc.

Support for Multiple Dockets: If the NRC determines that the issues are too complex/lengthy
to be decided by a single licensing board within the allotted time frame, then a second board may
be established to hear a subset of the issues, concutrent with the first board. This would be
known as a bifurcated hearing. Official record materials will have to be identifiable as to which
hearing they are associated, to provide retrievability specific to each hearing, or from both.

In addition, any proceedings resulting from appeals, hearings for licenses subsequent to the
construction authorization such as the license to receive and possess waste, etc., will have new,
separate and distinct, docket numbers.

Searching the Official Docket: Once the electronic docket has been established, each user will
be able to perform field-oriented and full text searches against it. Though not yet part of the
official docket, the 'candidate" official record materials will also be searchable.

The functionality for displaying and printing the results of queries against the official docket will
be the same as for displaying and printing the results of queries against the documentary
materials, and the same will be true of print requests.

Remote Access: Users, particularly participants, will want to access the LSS Erom non-dedicated
interactive retrieval stations, such as by dialing-in from computers in their offices, their hotel
rooms during the licensing hearing(s), etc., for

* Document discovery,
* Generation, transmission, and reception of electronic messages,
* Review of "candidate" filings, services, and
* Review of the electronic docket.

The LSS will provide dial-in facilities, such as modem pools, for such remote access. For remote
access, the LSS will support the full range of capabilities which would otherwise be available to
users at LSSA-provided dedicated interactive retrieval stations. However, if large volumes of
text, or images in any volume are transferred to these remote locations, performance will be
inhibited by the bandwidth utilized, i e., a 28.8 baud modem may increase performance two-fold
over a 14A baud modem, but will be extremely slow compared to the dedicated links to the
LSSA-provided dedicated interactive retrieval stations. To provide the best possible
performance for remote access, any user will be able to "turn-off" and "turn-on" image retrieval
and display for their account at any time, regardless of their access location.

ISS Access from the Hearing Room: During the Licensing Hearing itself (projected to last 90
days, and starting some 24 months after docketing of the License Application), on-line access to
the LSS is to be provided in the hearing room to the Presiding Officer, all participants, and to
witnesses while testifying. In addition, capture stations will also have to be provided at the
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hearing site to capture hard-copies designated to become official record materials, such as
depositions, document exhibits not in the LSS documentary materials holdings, and the
electronic files of the daily transcripts.

Procedural Clocks: The LSS is not required to provide any mechanism(s) for setting the
expiration date for, or for automatically determining the expiration of any timeframe, e.g.,
number days to respond to a motion filed, number of days to verify submitted materials, etc. All
such "clocks" may be procedurally implemented
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3.0 PRIMARY ISS FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMEN

The prinmay LSS functional requirements are those directly associated with the purpose of the
system: document capture, storage, search and retrieval electronic message transfer, and official
record material functions. Secondary functions, which include system administration and
security functions, are described in Sections 4 and 5.

3.1 Document Capture [LSS1-4,LSSI-012,ISS1-013, LSS1-0141

The document capture functions allow the LSSA to import electronic data and capture paper
documents to make them part of the documentary or official record file material within the LSS.

LSS2-001 Scan Er to Imag0. The LSS shall provide the capability to scan paper
documents to create an electronic bit-mapped image, including 8- lm x I1
inch single and double-sided pages, and single-sided pages up to E sized
(.SSl1-61

Comment The image formats supported by the LSS are defined in
Section 6.2.4 of this document.

LSS2-001-1 Partial Document Scanning The LSS shall provide the capability to scan single
pages and portions of documents to allow page-level insertion of pages failing
quality check without re-scanning the entire document.[ISSI-0061

LSS2-002 Im ElectronicDocument, The LSS shall provide the capability to
import electronic documents which comply with LSS import format and
media requirements into the system. Imported documents will be
available for quaity check as described in LSS2-008. [LSS1-004]

CommentL LSS import format and media requirements are specified in
Section 6.2.5 of this document.

LSS2-002-1 lmprITmagL The LSS shall provide the capability to import electronic images
which comply with LSS import format and media requirements into the system.
[LSSI-004J

Comment: LSS import format and media rqirements are specified in
Section 6.2.5 of this document.

IMS2-002.2 knrt TexLt The LSS shall provide the capability to import electronic text which
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complies with LSS import format and media requirements into the system. [LSSI-
004]

Comment: LSS import format and media requirements are specified in
Section 6.2.5 of this document.

[SS2.002-3 Imp= Electronic Message. The LSS shall provide the capability to import the
text of an LSS electronic message into the system. [S 1-0041

Comment: LSS electronic messages, which include electronic filings of
various types, will need to become part of the documentary material and to
be searchable like other LSS documents. This requirement assures that the
electronic text of the messages can be "captured" as documentary material
without printing, scanning and reconverting the material to text. It is not
anticipated that this electronic message will be converted to image, since it
is fully and accurately represented in electronic text form.

LSS2-002-4 1=Ii Header The LSS shall provide the capability to import electronic
bibliographic headers which comply with LSS import format and media
requirements into the system. [LSS1-004]

Comment: LSS import format and media requirements are specified in
Section 6.2.1, 6.2.2 and 6.2.5 of this document.

LSS2-003

LSS2-003-1

LSS2-003-2

LSS24)04

=t = 1r The LSS shall provide the capability to create
an dectronic LSS header. [LSSI-012, LSSI-0211

Enter Header Da. The LSS shall provide the capability to create an LSS
header. [LSSI-0123

Authoriy Table Checking. The LSS shall use authority table lists of valid
fields to validate data entered by the user into LSS header fields and as a
mechanism to allow the user to select valid values for entering data into
LSS header fields. (USS1-0211

Convert Image to Text, The LSS shall provide the capability to convert a
bit-mapped image which is compliant with LSS data format requirements
to computer-readable text. The LSS shall achieve text conversion
accuracies that are achievable with the best commercial products available
at the time of the LSS system design. [LSS1-0051

Comment: The text conversion acuracies may be achieved using
combinations of technologies comparable to the best available
commerically. LSS data format requirements are specified in Section 6.2
of this document.
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ISS2-005 Prepare Text for Search. The LSS shall provide the capability to
automatically prepare text and header data for full text search. [LSS 1-011]

Comment: This does not refer to the correction of text errors. This is the
process that the software uses to prepare corrected text for the search
engine. For most full text search applications, which rely on inverted
indices for full text search, this requirement refers to building and
updating the full text index. It is stated generically so as not to presume
the method of search.

LSS2-006 k fDu tThe LSS shall provide the capability to
automatically identify apparent duplicate documents in the system or in
the document capture pipeline. [LSS1-0231

Comment The method of duplicate checking might compare LSS header
fields (or a subset thereof), full text, or a combination. The requirement
refers to "apparent duplicate documents" because it does nct assume that
the system can guarantee that a document is a duplicate. Rather, the
system must provide a tool for identifying likely duplicates. The goal of
duplicate checking is to reduce the possibility of duplicate documents in
the system and to minimi the cost of processing documents. This
requirement does not imply the automatic deletion of apparent duplicates.

LSS2-007 Ma m tThe LSS shall provide the capability to
mark a document as superseded by another document and identify the
successor document. [LSS -009]

Comment: A document may be superseded by a corrected version of the
document. This function allows a document in the LSS to be marked in
the document header as having been superseded. This "marking" is used
by the I D m= function during retrieval.

LSS2-08 Asr The LSS shall provide the capability to
check the quality of a document during the capture process, and to correct
errors in the document. [LSS1-06, LSS1-012, LSSI-013, LSSI-021,
LSS1-0221

Comment The capture process ends when the document is available
for retrieval by general LSS users. This function and associated
subfunctions must be allowed to operate on a separate station from
other capture functions so that a separate person can perform the quality
checking steps.
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LSS2-008-1

LSS2-008-2

LSS2-008-3

LSS2Z0O84

Pre-Store Quality Check - Header. The LSS shall provide the capability
during the capture process to visually check the completeness and
accuracy of the LSS header and to automatically check header fields for
valid entries as defined in LSS header authority tables, whether the header
was imported or created within the LSS. The LSS shall allow this
function to be performed at a separate station from the non-quality check
capture functions. [LSSI-012, LSSI-021]

Pre-Store Quality Check - !mage. The LSS shall provide the capability to
visually check images for clarity, completeness and skew, whether the
images are imported or created within the LSS. The LSS shall allow this
function to be performed at a separate station from the non-quality check
capture functions. [LSSI-006, LSSI-021J

Pre-Store Quality Check - Text. The LSS shall provide the capability to
visually check document text for accuracy by comparing it with the
document image, whether the text was imported or created within the LSS.
The LSS shall allow this function to be performed at a separate station
from the non-quality check capture fumcdons. [LSS1-013, LSS1-0211

Text Spl Check, The LSS shall provide the capability to create and
maintain multiple custom dictionaries and to electronically check the
spelling of document text against a standard and custom dictionary and to
correct misspellings during the capture process. The LSS shall alow this
function to be performed at a separate station from the non-quality check
capture functions. RLSS1-013,LSS1-021]

Comment: Spelling errors will be conrected in the text but not in the
image as the image is the exact representation of the document.

ISS2008-5 fjected Document List. The LSS shall provide the capability to generate
a list of documents which have failed any pre-store quality check
identifying the reason or reasons for failure. [LSS1-02 1

Comment: This function will be used to inform submitters of documents
that documents must be resubmitted.

LSS2-008-6 Correct Header Fors reqtore). The LSS shall provide the capability to
edit header fields which are not protected, during the capture process,
whether the header was imported or created within the LSS. LSS 1-012]

Comment: Some header fields may be protected fom update through the
rotect Header Fueld fnction (Section 5).
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LSS2-008-7

ISS2 008

Replace Image Pages. The LSS shall provide the capability to replace,
inset and delete individual image pages during the capture process,
whether the original or replacement images were imported or created
within the LSS. [SI1 -006]

Interactive Text Correcton, The LSS shall provide the capability to
correct errors in document tent during the capture process, whether the text
was imported or created within the LSS. [LSS 1-021, LSS 1-022]

3.2 Document Storage

l SS209 Store Docu h(Link TextLImage- Header), The LSS shall provide the
capability to store documentary material, whether imported, captured or
created within the LSS, linking the document components (header, text
and/or image) for subsequent retrievaL [MSS1-012, LSS-01 3, LSS1-014J

Comment The various forms of documentary material are described in
Section 6.

ISS2-009-1

ISS2-009-2
I

LSS2-009-3

I LSS2-0094

Store Document Header. The LSS shall provide the capability to store an
LSS header for subsequent retrievaL [LS-0121

r oum entet The LSS shall provide the capability to store
document text for subsequent retrieval. LSSl-0131

StorDoment magr. The LSS shall provide the capability to store
document images for subsequent retrieval. [LSS1-06, LSSI-0141

Lik Document Components. The LSS shall provide the capability to
logically link the header, text and image of a document, where available,
for subsequent retrieval, whether these document components are stored at
the same time or at different times. [LSSI-006, LSSI-012, LSSI-013,
LSSI-0141

Comment The system must allow the storage of a complete
header/text/inage document all at once, as well as the initial storage of a
header, with later storage of the text and/or image. The linkage allows
subsequent retrieval of one or more document components (header, text,
image) from a list of documents satisfying a query.

.LSS24009-5 Prclude baL Imagc fxL The LSS shall prevent the storage (for
retrieval) of document images or text which are not associated with an
LSS header. [LSSI-012, LSSI-013, LSSI-014]
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Comments: Documentary material in the LSS must have a header to
assure retrievability and data base integrity. "Storage (for retrieval)"
means storage in the documentary data base for purposes of retrieval.
Temporary storage of text or image during the capture process, outside of
the retrieval data base is not prohibited by this requirement.

I LSS2-010 Define Information Pm.kagc The LSS shall provide the capability to
define an information package which includes a listing of all documents in
the package. [LSS-004]

33 Document Search and Retrieval (LSI-008, LSSI-Oll, LSSl-012, LSSI-013]

L 1SS2-011

t LSS2-011-1

/ LSS2-011-2

A LSS2-011-3

au=-for men The LSS shall provide the capability to query the
system for a list of all documents which meet the query criteria and sort
the displayed list on the basis of selected displayed fields, or the basis of
relevancy to the query. [LSS1-012, LSSl-008]

Query dead LThe LSS shall provide the capability to query the system
by specifying the content of one or more header fields to obtain a list of all
documents which satisfy the query. [LSS1-012, LSS1-008]

Query Txt The LSS shall provide the capability to query the system by
specifying one or more character strings in the full text of the document to
obtain a list of all documents which satisfy the query. [LSS1-013]

Tet QuO= Parameters. The LSS shall provide the capability to specify
single and multiple character wild cards, to utilize proximity searching,
and root searching as part of a full text query and to combine multiple
query statements using boolean expressions (e.g., AND, OR, NOT).
[LSSl-013J

Comment Only very fundamental full text options which are available
through a wide variety of commercial products have been specified here,
in order not to preclude the use of most Commercial Off The Shelf
(COTS) products.

( LSS2 0114

'SS2-011-S

QUHeader nAI Te The LSS shall provide the capability to query the
system by specifying a combination of header field values and the text
query parameters from LSS2-011-3 in the full text of the document to
obtain alist of all documents which satisfy the query. [LSSl-012, LSSI-
0131

Sa us Que&. The LSS shall provide the capability to save, retrieve,
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edit and/or re-execute a previously constructed query, and to perform a
query against the results set of the previous query during a single session.
[LSSI-012, LSS1-013]

SS2-011-6 Provide Query Status. The LSS shall provide the user an indication of the
query status during a full text query and allow the user to terminate queries
in process without terminating the session or losing previous result sets.
[LSSI-012, LSSI-013]

Comment It is always possible to construct a query which is so broad that
it results in an unmanageable results list Users shopId be able to
determine that an ongoing query is too broad and terminate the query in
process. Typically, status would be provided by a running total or list of
documents found which satisfy the query. Typically, a user would
terminate a query if the nmning total becomes large, and enter a more
specific query to reduce the results list size.

I LSS2-011-7 Quea Assistancem The LSS shall provide interactive capabilities to assist
the user in retrieving documents when the field values that uniquely define
the documents are not known to the user. [LSSII -02

Comment Examples might include synonym processing, thesaurus,
natural language queries, or other search aids. Because a variety of
approaches are used in the commercial market, no one approach is
specified

-LSS2-011-8

LSS-2012

IS2S-012-1

LSS2-012-2

LSS2-012-3

Save Qur Result Set. The LSS shall provide the capability to save,
retrieve, and search on a previous query result within a session. [LSSI-
012, LSSl-013J

Dila Document The LSS shall provide the capability to display a
document. [LSSI-012, LSSI-013, LSSI-014, LSSI-016J

Dilay Header. The LSS shall provide the capability to display the LSS
header of a document. [LSSI-012]

Dislay Text, The LSS shall provide the capability to display one or more
pages of the text of a document. (LSS 1-013]

Locate Search Terms in Document. The LSS shall provide the capability
to locate the terms in the document which satisfy a full text query and to
move the term indicator from one tern to the next or previous term
without displaying intermediate text. [LSSl-013]
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Commen 'his function is performed as tli&eser is viewing the
document It is typically implemented by highlighting the search terms in
the document and providing a "go to next term" function which places a
cursor at the line or word of the search term.

LSS2-012-4 Displaymagm. The LSS shall provide the capability to display the images
of a document, page by page, including full page views of the images of 8-
112by 11 inchpagesuptoEsizepages. [USS1-014,LSS1-016]

Comment: The image formats supported by the LSS are defined in
Section 6.2.4 of this document.

[ LSS2-012-5

I LSS2-012-6

ImageYining . The LSS shall provide image viewing capabilities for
image enlargement, reduction, scrolling and rotation. [LSSl-014, LSSI-
016]

Display Imagre and Text, The LSS shall provide the capability to
concurrently display a page image of a document and its associated text.
rLSS1-013, LSSI-029j

VYkingen ptims. The LSS shall allow the user to view the following
combinations: 1) header, 2) image; 3) text; 4) header and text; 5) header
and image; and, 6) text and image. RLSS1-012, LSS1-013]

Comment: This requirement is primarily to support dial-in users who may
wish to limit the retrieval of images over lower-bandwidth
communications lines. The user must be able to look at text and headers
without looking at images.

ISS2-012-8 Dom sThe LSS shall provide the capability to
identify a document which has been marked as a superseded version.
[LSSI-009]

Comment The Mar .d cuMnt asu sedeld requirement allows
documents to be marked as superseded, meaning that a subsequent version
of the document has been put into fte LSS. The Ide s
S= reded function enables users performing document retrieval to see
that a document has been marked.

LSS2-013

' SS2.013-1

hrintDocument The LSS shall provide the capability to print a document
at a local printer. [LSS1-012, LSS1-013, LSS1-014]

Print Hader, The LSS shall provide the capability to print a document
header ft a local printer. [LSS 1-012]
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IV LSS2.013-2

N LISS2-013-3

cLSS2 014

t LSS2-013-5

LSS2-013-6

LSS2-014

PrintTeL The LSS shall provide a user selectable capability to print from
one page to all of the text of a document, and any selected ranges of pages,
at a local printer. [LSSI-013]

Print Standard magae The LSS shall provide a user selectable capability to
print from one to all images, and any selected ranges of images, of 8-112
by 11 inch (or smaller) pages of a document, at a local printer, on 8-1/2 by
11 inch paper. [LSS1-014]

Prnt The LSS shall provide the capability to print an
oversized page image, up to E sized, on a single sheet of paper at 100% of
the size of the original image. [LSSI-014]

Print Results List The LSS shall provide the capability to print some or
all of the summary lines of a results list. [LSSI-012, LSSI-013, LSSI-
014]

Print Screen, The LSS shall provide the capability of printing the screen
display. [LSS1-012, LSS1-013, LSS1-014]

Reest Pg CM The LSS shall provide the capability to submit an
electronic request for a paper copy of the header, images or text of a
document or of an entire results set, including oversized and color images.
(LSS1-017)

Comment This function is primarily for dial-in users.

\ LSS2-015 P eeThe LSS shall provide the capability to
receive and read an electronic request for a paper copy of a document and
print the requested copy. [LSS1-0171

Comment: This is not anticipated to be a highly automated function.
Automatic address label generation for example is not expected. The
LSSA will need to be able to receive requests, and print out the requested
document. The rest of this function may be procedurally implemented.

3A Electronic Message Transfer [LSS-003]

i LSS2-016 Create Electronic Messe. The LSS shall provide the capability to create
an electronic message. [LSSl -003]

Comment. The format of LSS electronic messages is described in Section
6.
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v ISS2.016-1

ISS2.017

LSS2.018

LSS2019

Delete i messag. The LSS shall provide the capability for an
authorized user to delete an electronic message. (LSS 1-003]

Store Eletonic MessaW. The LSS shall provide the capability to store an
electronic message including messages which have been created or edited
but not sent, sent messages, and received messages. [LSSI -0031

Edit lecnic MeM=ge. The LSS shall provide the capability to edit an
electronic message which has been previously stored, prior to sending.
[LSS1-003]

Electronic M gUM. The LSS shall provide the capability
to import ASCII text into an electronic message during editing, and export
ASCII text from an electronic message. (LSSI-003J

Comments: This requirement allows users to use most commercial word
processors for text generation and to transfer text to and firom the LSS
electrnic message environment. Translation of specific vendor formats
(non-ASCI) is not specified since these formats change over time.

LSS2-020

%LSS2-021

LSS2-022

Address Mecinic Message. The LSS shall provide the capability to
address an electronic message to one or mr authorized LSS users by
creating an address list of individual user and/or user group names. The
LSS shal provide a list of valid address names for the user to select from
in order to address an electronic message. LSS1-003]

Send E. The LSS shall provide the capability to
electronically transmit an electronic message to users in the address list.
[LSSl-0031

Di = onic Mess=. The LSS shall provide the capability to
receive and display an electric message which was sent to the user's
electronic message address. MLSS1-003J

. LSS2-023 Acnwdgng-Ii c . The LSS shall provide electronic
acknowledgement of message delivery which identifies the recipients
electronic message name/address, and the date and time of delivery.
[LSS1-0241

Comment Message delivery means that the message is available for the
recipient to

a LSS2.024 p= a. The LSS shall provide a notice to the
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sender of an electronic message indicating when the system has failed to
deliver the message, which identifies the intended recipient's electronic
message nameladdress, and the date and time that the message was sent or
the failure detected. [LSS1-0031

'LSS-2-025 Prin Elfectrnic Mea. The LSS shall provide the capability to print an
electronic message, including messages which have been created or edited
but not sent, sent messages, and received messages. [LSS -0031

3.5 Offidal Record Material

The following requits pertain to the "Official Record File" which is discussed in 10 CFR
2.1013(a)(2). This is effectively an electronic docket containing the official record of the
proceedings. The official record file will be maintained by the NRC Secretary's organization
(SECY); the LSS will contain a copy of the official record Mile. The phrase "official record
material" (not "file") is used in this document in order to avoid the implication of a design. It is
likely that the official record marterial will be cataloged stored and viewed just like documentary
material, but with special header flags to indicate that it is either candidate or approved official
record material.

LSS2-026 Desigate Official Record Material. The LSS shall provide the capability
to designate material in the LSS as being Official Record Material. [LSSI-
004]

Comment As interpreted, this requirement does not mean that the official
record material must be located in a physical file, but must be logically
identified as being in the official record. This requirement assumes that
information designated as official record material can be represented in the
same text and image formats as documentary material The identification
of material as official record material is a system function, however, the
determination of material as official record material is made by the NRC
Secretary's organization (SECY).

LSS2-027

LSS2,-=2

e eOfal R r MThe LSS shall provide the capability to
retrieve, view and print official record material in the same manner as
documentary material. [IS$ -004]

1mmonTanscrias The LSS shall provide the capability to import
transcripts which are compliant with LSS import and media format
requirements directly into the LSS, via a capture station, for inclusion in
the official record material. [LSS -02Q

Comment ISS import format and media requirements are specified in
Section 6 of this document.
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4.0 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION REQUIREM]EN

4.1 System Administraion

ISS2-029

ISS2-030

Start 1Up S . The LSS shall provide the capability to initialize the
software and hardware necessary to operate the LSS. [LSSI-018J

Shut Down S3m. The LSS shall provide the capability for the orderly
shut down of the software and hardware components of the LSS. [LSS 1-
0181

Comment. hs function would be used, for example, for preventative
maintenance.

- LSS2-031 Bad= DA. The LSS shall provide the capability to create incremental
and full backup copies of all data on the system. [LSSI-018J

Incremental backups mean partial data base backups based on a time span,
usually daily. ull backups mean backups of the entire data base.

r ISS2-032

LSS2-033

LSS2.033-1

Restoe Data. The LSS shall provide the capability to restore data crated
by the backup function to the operational system, including partial and full
data recovery. [LSS1-0181

Monitor System Status. The LSS shall provide authorized users the
capability to monitor the status of system hardware, software, and
com ion components and to interrupt, restrict or disable system
capabilities n order to optimize use of system resources. ILSSl-018]

M1nitorSeion Actixi. The LSS shall provide a capability for an
authorized user to monitor user session activity levels and to identify and
cancel queries or other system activities. [LSS 1-018]

-%S2-034

X LSS2-035

DataRamAdministmflon Tools. The LSS shall provide authorized users
the capability to assess the availability, integrity and performace of the
data bases associated with the LSS, including those pertaining to the
storage of document headers, teat and image data and adjust data base
prformance parameters or to restrict or disable database features in order
to optimize system performance. The ISS shall provide mechanisms to
aggregate, compile, and submit data to analysis, and then generate the
outcome of a statistical analysis [LSSI-018J

Store Non-Document-Related Items. The LSS shall provide the capability
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to store non-document-related items, files, or tables that are related to
system administration and database administration activities. [LSS1-018]

Comment This requirement is likely to be met by providing the
Administrator access to the operating system and underlying DBMS of the
LSS.

L LSS2-036

< ISS-037

Retrieve Non-Document-Related Items. The LSS shall provide the
capability to search and retrieve non-document-related items, files, or
tables that are related to system administration and database administration
activities. DLSSI-0181

Delete Non-Document-Related Items. The LSS shall provide the capability to
delete non-document-related items, files, and tables that may have been collected
during the course of database and system administration activities. ILSS1-018]

Administer Address B== The LSS shall provide the capability to add,
delete and edit addresses used for sending electronic messages, including
the user names and user group names. [LSS -003]

Stemr 1gi= The LSS shall have the capability to account for user
activity. [LSS1-018]

LSS2-038
V

LSS2-039

4.2 End-User System Access

ISS2-04

' ISS2-041

k lSS2-042

Log-On ISS. The LSS shall provide the capability to initiate a user
session and gain access to the LSS system by providing an authorized user
account name and associated authorized password. The LSS shall not
allow access to system functions without the initial enty of an authorized
account name and associated authorized password. [LSSI-0191

LogOffL SS. The LSS shall provide the capability to terminate a working
session on the LSS, leaving the station in a state where a new system
logon is required to gain access to LSS functions. [LSSI-019]

Change, PersonalZMPas The LSS shall provide a non-public user the
capability to change the user's authorized password provided that the user
has logged onto the system with an authorized password. [(LSS-0191

Comment: This requirement means that non-public LSS users can
change their password, but that users accessing the system through a
public reading room will not be allowed to change the password of the
account they are using.
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5.0 SECURITY AND DATA INTEGRITY REQUIREMENTS

5.1 System Security Adinistration

v LSS2-043

I LSS2-044

ISS2-045

Cat ser Account The LSS shall provide the capability to
create new user accounts, modify user accounts, and delete user accounts,
including the estlishment of the account names and initialization of the
account password. LS 1-019]

Set Funcijonal Acce Atriza&imns. The LSS shall provide the
capability to establish and modify user access atortions to system
functions. At a minimum, the LSS shall provide discreet function-o-user
access controls sufficient to enforce the allocations shown in Table 9-2.
"LSS1-019]

Comment: Not all LSS users can have access to all LSS functions. The
referenced table defines categories of users and identifies the functions
needed by each category.

Set Data Access Authorizations. The LSS shall provide the capability to
establish and deny read, write and delete privileges for each of the
following types of information on a per-user account basis:

* Documentary material
* Official record material (approved)
* Official record material (candidate)
* Header dat
* Textdata
* Password
* Image data

[LSSI -019

( LSS2.046 Set Header Field Protection. The LSS shall provide the capability to
designate specified fields in the LSS header as protected from or available
for update. [LSS1-019]

Comment This function would allow the LSSA to prevent update of
specific fields in the LSS header. This restriction would apply to all
headers stored in the system as well as headers which have been imported
and are being processed by the capture functions. It is anticipated that
certain fields, such as the unique identifier of the document (e.g. accession
number) will be considered unalterable. Electronically submitted
documents which have these fields in error would be rejected rather than
coneced within the LSS.
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cLSS2-047 Edit Documents. The LSS shall provide the capability to edit previously
stored documents. [LSS1-021]

Comment: Previously stored means that the document is stored in the LSS
and is available for retrieval. This function will be available only to the
system administration personnel for purposes of maintaining data base
integrity and accuracy. It is anticipated that edits of documents will be
noted in a header field such that users will be alerted.

' LSS2.047-1 Edit Header Fields (Post-Store). The LSS shall provide the capability to
edit header fields of previously stored documents provided that the fields
are not protected. [LSS1-021]

Comment: Some header fields may be protected from update through the
Protect Header Field function.

(
LSS2-047-2

\ LSS2-047-3

LSS2-047-4

Replace TIage, Pagrs - Post-Store. The LSS shall provide the capability to
replace individual images and insert individual missing images in
documents which have been previously stored. [LSSl -006]

Interactive Text Correction - Post-Store. The LSS shall provide the
capability to correct errors in document text which has been previously
stored. LSSl-021]

DumenL1Dkei The LSS shall provide the capability to logically
delete documents (header, text andlor image) such that they will not be
available to LSS users. This function shall require confirmation prior to
execution. The LSS shall prevent the deletion of a header before the
associated text or image have been deleted [ILSS-018]

Comment: This function will be available only to the system
administration personnel for purposes of maintaining data base integrity
and accuracy. Deletion means that the document is no longer available for
retrieval and viewing using normal system functions. This requirement
does not preclude the use of Write Once Read Many (WORM) media. It
is anticipated that logs will be maintained of all documents that have been
deleted.

MLSS2-047-5 Undelete. The LSS shall provide the capability to make a list of
documents that have been logically deleted; to restore a document that has
been logically deleted and to make it available to users. [LSSI-O18]
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52 System Security Enforcement

\\ LSS2-048

\ LSS2-049

t LSS2-050

jEo Functional Access Authonzations. The LSS shall prohibit user
access to functions which the user has not been authorized to use through
the 'Set Functional Access Authorizations" function. [LSSI-019]

Enforce Data Access Authorizations. The LSS shall prohibit user access to
data which the user has not been authorized to access through the "Set
Data Access Authorizations" function. [LSS1-019J

=a. The LSS shall prohibit the editing of
header fields designated as protected by the Protect Header Field function,
except for headers which are being created for the first time within the
LSS. [LSSl-018, LSSl-019J
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6.0 LSS DATA REQUIEMEqTS

In order to provide the functions described in Sections 3, 4 and 5, the LSS must support certain
key data elements. These elements are described in Section 6.1. Specific data element formats
are defined in Section 6.2.

6.1 Key Data Elements

6.1.1 Documentary Material

SS2- 051 it. The LSS shall be capable of receiving, processing
and storing documentary material of the types described in Table 6-1.
[LSS1-007, LSS1-012, LSS1-013, LSS1-014, LSS1-0281

6.1.2 Electronic Messages

LSS2-052 Electronic Messags. LSS electronic messages shall be free text format.
VL.SSI 003]

Comment: The free text format requirement is meant to clarify that the
electronic messages, which might include such ypes as orders, decisions,
motions, issuances, and miscellaneous filings, do not require unique
message formats by message type. This does not preclude the LSSA from
procedurally establishing message format conventions.

6.1.3 Authority Tables

LSS2-053 Authority. Tables. The LSS shall have an editable table or tables of valid
field values for the LSS Header and any other header information in the
system beyond that specified in this document [LSSI -019

6.2 Data Formats

62.1 Header Fields for Documentary Material

LSSM2-054 Documen=y Header Fields. The LSS header shall, at a minimum
include the fields and formats defined in Table 6-2. [ISS1-012, LSSI-
O271

Comment The LSS header was defined by a working group under the
LSSARP and is designed to allow users to identify and track evidentiary
materials in the documentary database which may be used multiple times
as exhibits in depositions and which are introduced as hearing exhibits.
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Users must be able to view the images of documents, which have been
referenced as exhibits, while in a deposition or hearing transcript text file.
Users must be able to identify, while viewing header records, which
deposition or hearing transcripts have referenced the document being
viewed.
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Table 6-1. Documentary Material Data Elements

Requirement Data Name Description Req.
Identifier Ref.

LSS2-05 I-1 Document (Type A) Documents represented as text, image, LSS header LSS 1-012
LSSI-013

l__ l_ _LSSI-014

LSS2-051-2 Document (Type B) Documents for which text is not provided. These documents will be LSSI-012
converted to text using LSS functions unless they are graphic-oriented LSSI-014
documents. l

LSS2-OS1-3 Document (Type C) Graphic-oriented documents stored only as image, LSS header. These are LSSI-012
documents which are not suitable for conversion to text due to their graphic LSSI-014
nature or the lack of data having significant retrieval value (such as columns

I of numbers).* J

LSS2-051-4 Document (Type D) Non-image/text material represented only as LSS header, with item location LSE 1 -007
described. LSSI-012

LSS2-0S 1-5 Document (Type E) LSS header for privileged, confidential or safeguards Information. Points to LSSI-012l
physical location of these documents outside of the LSS. In the case of LSS 1-028
privileged information, the data is located In a protective order file, which is

___ _ ___ not part of the LSS.

*As defined in 10 CFR 2, graphic oriented material includes: "raw data, computer runs, computer programs and codes, field notes, laboratory notes, maps,
diagrams and photographs which have been printed, scripted, hand written or otherwise displayed in any hard copy form. They may include: Calibration
procedures, logs, guidelines, data and discrepancies; Gauge, meter and computer settings; Probe locations; Logging intervals and rates; Data logs in whatever
form captured; Text data sheets; Equations and sampling rates; Sensor data and procedures; Data Descriptions; Field and laboratory notebooks; Analog
computer, meter or other device print-outs; Digital computer print-outs; Photographs; Graphs, plots, strip charts, sketches; Descriptive material related to the
information above."
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Table 6-2. Mlnlmum Header Fields for LSS Documentary Material
(Legend follows table.)

LSSS Field Mandatory Mandatory Multivalued Max Authority Required Format
or Req'd or Req'd (max # of Field Table
by - by LSSA entries) Length
Partlicpant

LSS Accession Number N M N 13 N Must be a unique
number
3 digit alpha code w/
submitting
organization, 7
numerics and check

._ digit

Participant Accession Number M N Y (50) 25 N Alpha numeric, no
._ required format

Title M N N 1OO0 N N

Author Name M Y Y (200) 50 Y Last Name, First
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ __ ____ ___ _ _ ___ ____ _ _ ___ ___ ___Initial, M iddle Initial

Author Organization M N 65 Y .

Document Date M N N 8 N YYYYMMDD

Document Number R N = 30 N

Version R N 50 N N
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LSS Field Mandatory Mandatory Multivalued Max Authority Required Format
or Req'd or Req'd (Max # of Field Table
by by LSSA entries) Length
Participant

Access Control Information R N Y (10) 3 Y N

Related Records Number R Y Y (500) 25 Y Alpha numeric

Related Record Code R Y Y (500) 7 Y N

Special Class R N Y (10) 50 Y N

Abstract (Field under consideration N N N 5000 N N
to be deleted) I

Package Identifier R Y Y (SOO) 50 N N

Document Type (Includes package M N Y (3) 40 Y N
types) _ _ _ _ _

Identifiers N N Y (100) 80 N N

Comments N N N 1000 N N

Media R N Y (5) 7 Y N

QA Record M N N I Y N

Traceability Number R R Y (10) 50 N N

Traceabilitv Code R R Y tlO) 5 _ __ N
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LSS Field Mandatory Mandatory Multivalued Max Authority Required Format
or Req'd or Req'd (max # of Field Table
by by LSSA entries) Length
Participant

Keywords N N N 5000 N Y
Separate terms and
phrases by
punctuation

Number of Images N M N 6 N N

Physical Location Reference R R N 1000 N N
Information

Addressee Name R N Y (500) 50 Y Last Name, Fl MI

Addressee Oreanization R N Y (500) 65 Y
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LSS Field Mandatory Mandatory Multivalued Max Authority Required Format
or Req'd or Req'd (max # of Field Table
by by LSSA entries) Length

l_ Participant

LSS Record Housekeeping Info: N Y TBD TBD TBD TBD

Date Received at LSS
Date Available in LSS
Date/Time Loaded into LSS
DatefTime of Last Modification
LSS Indexer ID
Station ID
QC ID
Subject and Abstract Cataloger ID
Cataloging QC ID
Processing Stage Status
Verification ID
Change Tracking Log
Electronic Signature Verification
Electronic Image Location
Searchable Text Reference Info

LSSAuditInfo N R TBD TBD TBD TBD

See Legend, next page.
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T oa62Lnd:

Symbla: Y = Yes; N = No; R = Required; M = Mandatory; TBD = To Be Determined
For date fields, Y = year, M = month, D * day
Tabldefinitins:

Data submitted by participant This field will be submitted by the participant (Mandatory = must be provided for each unit [record);

Required = must be provided if applicable; Optional = provided at discretion of participant.)

Provided by LSS System or LSSA: This filed will be provided by LSS. (Mandatory = must be provided for each unit [record);

Required = must be provided if applicable)

Multi-valued: Multiple entries allowed in a field.

Controlled Authority List List of accepted entries to be used by all participants, such as document types or specific forms of an

organization name.

Text searchable: The ability to perform phrase or single-word searches of the field entries.

Comments/lssues: Any additional comments or outstanding issues.

Note: Detailed definitions of header fields are provided in Appendix C.
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6.2.2 Header Fields for Official Record Material

kLSS2-055 Official Record Material Header Fields. The Official Record Material
shall, at a minimum, be described using applicable LSS documentary
material header fields (Table 6-2) plus the following descriptors:
- Docket number
- Record material type
- Status ("candidate' or "approved" official record material)
[LSS1-004]

Comment: This requirement is not intended to dictate the exact name of
these descriptors, nor to mandate that they be physically distinct from the
documentary material header fields. Docket number is necessary because
the LSS may support multiple dockets. Record material types include (for
example) transcripts, exhibits, and motions. Status is required because
material may be entered into the system prior to formal approval as official
record material.

6.23 Text Format

LSS2-056 Text Fonnat. The text representation of material in the LSS shall be page
delimited ASCII text. [LSS 1-013]

62.4 Image Formats

\ LSS2-057 Imagr fomat. The electronic image of documentary material in the LSS
shall use TIFF Group 4 format for bitonal images and JPEG format for
color and grey scale images. These formats are part of the Aldus Tagged
Image File Format (TiFF) version 6.0 representation. [LSSI-006, LSS1-
0141

Comment: The Aldus Tagged Image File Format is an industry standard
developed and put into the public domain by Aldus.

L SS2-058

( LSS2-059

Image .yps. The LSS shall capture, import, process and display bilevel
(bitonal), grey-level, and color images of documentary material. The
grey-level representation shall allow up to 256 shades of grey. "LSSI-
014]

Inagrresolution. The electronic image representation of documentary
material in the LSS shall be stored at the following minimum resolutions:
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Bilevel (bitonal) images
Grey-level images
Color
[L.SS I-006, LSS 1-0141

300 DPI (1 bit representation)
150 DPI (8 bit representation)
150 DPI (24 bit representation)

i LSS2-060 Imagc mprcin. Compression of electronic images shall use CCI1T
Group 4 compression for bilevel images, and JPEG for grey-scale images.
The JPEG compression ratio shall be selected such that an image can be
printed at the original size without any degradation detectable by the un-
aided eye. [LSS1-014]

6.2.5 Import Formats

a LSS2-061 IinpW Formats. The LSS shall be designed to accept data for import on
MPC-2 compliant CD-R and through electronic transfer. The physical
recording format on the CD-R medium shall adhere to industry standards,
including:

IS010149 - "Information Data Interchange on Read-Only 120 mm
Optical Data Disk" (1989),

ISO 9960 - 'Information Processing - Volume and File Structure of CD-
ROM for Information Exchange" (1990),

ECMA 168 - "Volume and File Structure for Read-Only and Write Once
Optical Disk Media for Information Exchange" (1992).

[LSSI -004]

Comment: The logical format of the data on the CD-R medium or
electronic transfer package will be defined by DOE during the LSS design.
Additional formats should be anticipated.
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7.0 LSS PERFORMANCE AND CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

( LSS2-062 Storage and Retrieval Capacity. The LSS shall provide an expandable storage
capacity capable of storing for retrieval document volumes identified in Appendix
B. The storage media shall be capable of supporting access times specified in
Table 7-1 for the volumes specified in Appendix B. [LSS1-003, LSS1-012,
LSSI-013, LSSI-014, LSSI-015]

Comment:

This volume requirement is based on the following assumptions:

The anticipated maximum documentary material page count is
approximately 30 million, of which:

28.4 million are letter size pages (captured as bilevel)
1.5 million are E-size pages (captured as bilevel)
0.1 million are E-size pages (captured as grey-scale)

Each letter size page is assumed to contain 2500 characters.

Each Header Record consist of 2000 characters and one is created for
every 13 pages (the presumed average document size) entered into the
system.

It is not anticipated that the full storage capacity of the LSS will be
procured at one time. However for the system to meet this
requirement, the design must demonstrate that storage and access
components sufficient to accommodate this capacity can be
incrementally added without system redesign Ability to satisfy
this requirement should be demonstrated though some combination
of engineering analysis, demonstrated expansion capability, and/or
comparison with existing systems of like design.

LSS2-063

<. LSS2-064

Backup Storage Caacity. The LSS shall provide the capability of storing
and maintaining backups consistent with requirements LSS2-031 and
LSS2-032. [LSSl-018]

Concurrent Users. The LSS shall support up to 150 concurrent users.
[LSSI-012, LSSI-013, LSSI-014, LSSI-015]

Comment: Concurrent users means users who are exercising normal
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system functions during the same time period. Testing would normally be
done by having testers implement testing scenarios defining normal
system use.

( LSS2W65 liming SW=. The LSS shall meet the average response times shown in
Table 7-1. The performance shall be achieved with 15 concurrent search
and retrieval users active on the system [LSSI-018]

Comment Performance measurements; shall measure the time from the
"execute command" key stroke (following any required data entry), to the
time that the requested data or system response first appears on the screen.
Time required for the end user to place removable media into the system,
if required, will not be counted in retrieval times.

The performance indicated will be achievable at the Main Facility and at
the Supported Sites as indicated. These requirements apply only to
components under the control of the LSSA. They do not apply to dial-in
users or any sites not listed in Table 9-1.

LSS2-065-1 Performoce Monitoring. The LSS shall provide performance monitoring
software needed to verify compliance with response times shown in Table
7-1. [LSSI-018]
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Table 7-1. Response Time Requirements

Requirement Function/ Response Tim
Identifier Event Conditions 15/S0 concurrent users

LSS2-065-2 Retrieval of query results list UNLV test query INJD-T3-QI or ThJA-T#-Q2.' 90 seconds/140 seconds
Database contains headers for at least S million
pages of documents. A total of 10 documents
found.

LSS2-065-3 Retrieval of header data for Database contains headers for at least 5 million 10 seconds/IS seconds
document identified in query pages of documents.
results list. |

LSS2-065-4 Retrieval of text data fOr Database contains at least 5 million pages of First page:
document identified in query documents. 10 seconds/IS seconds
results list. Each subsequent page:

3 seconds at the Main Facility,
6 seconds at the Supported
Sites

I ,

tThese queries were selected as representative of typical user queries which are not overly simple or complex. INFD-T3-QI: Find
documents where text includes phrase like 'repository' & 'seal' or text includes phrase like 'shaft' & 'seal' or text includes phrase like
'borehole' and 'seal', order by document id. TEJA-T3-Q2: Find documents where text includes phrase like 'faults' & 'Basin and Range
Province' or text includes phrase like 'faults' & 'Nevada' or text includes phrase like 'faults' & Yucca Mountain' order by document id.

S
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Requirement Function/ Response Time
Identifier Event Conditions 15150 concurrent users

LSS2-065-5 Retrieval of image data for Database contains at least 5 million pages of First page:
document identified in query documents. 30 seconds/45 seconds
results list. Each subsequent page:

6 seconds at the Main Facility
9 seconds at the Supported

I_ Sites

LSS2-06-6 Document bilevel scanning 8- 112x 1 inch paper. All prior data entry needed 30 pages per minute for single
for document scanning complete prior to sided, 15 pages per minute for
initiation, paper loaded on scanner. double sided (30 bilevel images

l_ . created)

LSS2-06-7 New Document Access Measured from the time a new document (header, 24 hours.
text and image) has been captured and stored in Comment: This means that any
the LSS until it is available for retrieval and method of dissemination from
viewing at the supported sites. the capture site(s) to the

retrieval sites must support
access to newly entered
documents within 24 hours, on
an ongoing basis. Weekly of
monthly updates to the reading
rooms, for example, would not

.__ _ _be acceptable.

LSS2-065-8 New Transcripts Measured from the time that daily transcripts are I hour.
imported into the LSS until the time they are

l_ available for viewing as text.

LSS2-065-9 Prepare Searchable Text f time to perform = function. Less than 20 seconds, on
(See Section 3.1) average, to add a document

consisting of 10 full text pages,
to an existing text base of 5

Ii_ ._ per'es
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Requirement Function/ Response Time
Identifier Event Conditions IS/S0 concurrent users

LSS2-065-10 Backup Data rime to backup system data of any type. 2 Gigabytes per hour
Incremental or full backup.

LSS2-065- I Restore Data Trime to restore system data of any type. 1.5 Gigabyteser hour
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8.0 ISS RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY AND MAINTAINABILTY REQUIREMENTS

LSS users will access the system from the Eastern to the Pacific time zones during normal
working hours, with some after hours usage. During the hearing phase there is expected to be an
increase in after-hours usage, especially in electronic messaging and importing of official record
materials.

One of the key benefits of the LSS is that it reduces the time allotted for transmission of
materials:

"Whenever a party, potential party, or interested governmental participant, has the right
or is required to do some act within a prescribed period after the service of a notice or
other document upon it, one day shall be added to the prescribed period. If the
Licensing Support System is unavailable for more than four access hours of any day
that would be counted in the computation of time, that day will not be counted in the
computation of time." [1OCFR2.1017J

In order to avoid delays in the licensing process the LSS must be reliable and available for users
who access it for message transmission and document discovery. Since reliability and
availability necessarily require planned preventative maintenance and quick-response for
unplanned maintenance, the LSS also must also be designed to be maintainable. The following
requirements address these goals:

LSS2-066 Reconfigurab Capr Stations. The LSS shall provide reconfigurable
hardware and software allocation for stations used in the capture process.
Movement of functions from one station to another shall be achievable in
30 minutes or less. ILSSI-018]

Comment: This requirement means that capture functions can be moved
from one station to another should a hardware failure occur on the first
station. It is not required that all hardware be redundant in the system
provided that the availability requirements are met.

ISS2-067 Maintainability. All LSS workstations, servers, storage devices, on-site
communications, power and environmental control equipment shall be
serviceable on-site within four hours of parts availability for component-
level failures. [LSSI-018]

Comment: This document does not address the contractual mechanisms or
requirements on service contractors such as parts availability and service
personnel response time. This requirement pertains to the system design,
and means that no components should be used in the system which cannot
be serviced on-site during a four hour period when parts and service
personnel are available. The intent of this requirement is that, given a
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normal service contract, any component level failures of the LSS can be
readily repaired on-site. "Component-level failures" mean failures that
require the replacement of one or a few components of hardware, as
opposed to the catastrophic failure of all components (due to fire, for
example.)

M LSS2-068 Equipment Access. All stationary hardware shall have a minimum of
three feet of free access space for all equipment access panels, or more
space if required to open the panels completely. [LSSI-018J

Comment Stationary hardware refers to large processors, storage devices,
air conditioning units, etc. which are not normally moved or cannot be
easily moved by one person to provide access. Desktop PC's, monitors
and equipment of similar size are not considered stationary hardware.

LSS2-069 Availabiliy. The functions of the LSS, other than those which require
hardware outside of the LSS (t.g. dial-in access) shall meet minimum
specified availability requirements using the following definitions:

Availability: Refers to availability of all sites listed in Table 9-1.

Normal Enterprise Hours: The time span which includes 8 am. to 5 p.m.
Eastern time, Md 8 am. to 5 p.m. Pacific time, in other words, 8 am. - 8
p.m. Eastern time, 5 am. - 5 p.m. Pacific time, seven days a week.

Normal Site Hours: The time span which includes 8 am. to 5 p.m. at a
given site, seven days a week.

Extended hours: Normal hours plus three hours prior and three hours after
normal hours. Extended Enterprise Hours include 5 am. to 11 p.m.
Eastern time, and 2 am. to 8 p.m. Pacific time. Extended Site Hours
include 5 am. to 8 p.m. at a given site, seven days a week.

Sustained operations: continuous operations for days specified. For
example, sustained operations five days a week would imply continual
operation five days a week, 52 weeks a year. For acceptance test
purposes, sustained operations would imply continual operations
throughout the specified test period.

Comment: This document does not address the actual operational hours of
the LSS which will be determined by the LSSA and the operations
contracts let for the system. It pertains only to the capability of the
system, as designed and implemented, to support these minimum
availability requirements. Presumably, these system availability
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requirements will be demonstrated during system acceptance over a
defined period of time. The actual system availability during operations is
a function of operational hours set by the LSSA, the performance of the
operating contractors, as well as the system design and implementation.

Plonedmaineenance/backup time. A time period during which nightly
backups and planned maintenance can be performed.

[lSS1-018, LSSI-025J

V LSS2-069-1 Electronic Message Availability. The Electronic Message Transfer
functions shall be capable of sustained operation at 90% availability
during Extended Enterprise Hours. [LSS1-018]

Comment: This requirement accommodates a six hour planned
maintenance/backup time to assure long term system availability and data
protection, while supporting extended hours of user access. Electronic
Message Transfer is expected to be heavily used during extended hours
during the hearing phase.

LSS2.069-2

\ LSS2-069-3

Capture/Storage Availability. The Document capture and storage functions
shall be capable of sustained operation at 90% availability during
Extended Site Hours. [LSSI-018]

So.dicB eyalAnilabibly. The Document Search and Retrieval
functions shall be capable of sustained operation at 90% availability
during Extended Site Hours. LSS1-0181
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9.0 LSS FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS

9.1 LSS Sites and Their Respective Functions

LSS2-070 LSS Locations. The LSS functions shall be available at multiple locations
in accordance with Tables 9-1 and 9-2. [LSSI-010J

Comment: Table 9-1 maps LSS user types to LSS locations. Table 9-2
shows which LSS functions are allocated to each user type. Note that
some individuals will be assigned the functions of multiple user types.

Figure 9-1 shows the location of the LSS facilities.

9.2 LSS Retrieval Equipment

LSS2-071 Retrieval Equipment. The LSS shall allow the addition of equipment to
accommodate increased numbers of query and retrieval users up to the
maximums shown in Table 9-3. [LSSI-018]

93 Communications

The communications connectivity between the LSS sites is not specified in this document. It is
assumed that communications lines between the main facility and the sites listed in Table 9-1
will be sized to meet the functional and performance requirements of the LSS. All
communications equipment and lines necessary to meet the functional and performance
requirements of this specification are considered part of the LSS system. Commnunication lines
used by dial-in users are not considered part of the LSS system.
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Figure 9-1 LSS Locations
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TABLE 9-1

ALLOCATION OF USER TYPES TO ACCESS LOCATIONS

Userp'

U

.9

--V-

I
CaoI

I
U

A
'9

A * mp.A4,,.ge

Did~~ ~~ SA Ii'-- K _ _DOEfleadquamnrs.Washingwa,.D.C.O -

DOE Protect Offdice Las Vegs, NV 0_
NRCReainxRoomWa oD.C _ *__
NRC Relon I Off= King ofPrmssua PA _ ___
NRC Region 2 Offic Amtm GA _
NRC Region 3 Off BGleMmlnEL _ _
NRC Region 4 Office. AflingM .7X _ _ _ _ _
Las Vegas NV
Rene.NV@0 -

CarsonCity. NV0
Clucbmhmlcmnty.NV S -

Cazk Coqnty. NV 0
Esmemld*2C!Mt. NV 0-
Eureka County, NV0

Nnyocot _ _ v
IanderC .NCtV *0
Lincoln County. NV SO
Minera County. NV 0
Nye County, NV 00 el I
WitiCounty.VNV 0 * * _
Nationa Cong. of Amarica Indans, ia WI el I L-
Main Facility (Lmoao TBD) 1- 000
HEaringRoom (Location TBD) el S0
Remote

MWLs V ega 0

IM&O Virginia
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TABLE 9-2

ALLOCATION b FUNCTONS TO UER 'TYPES

User Types
- - - . - -

S.

I

I
a
a
j
V
Ca

5

.3I=
0

cc=

Li

*

C

-k01Ca
E
B
A3

Functions
Scan Pamrto Image _ - _ *

Partia Document Scanning ---

Import Electronic Document - -_ _ _ _
ImportIme __ *_
import Text _ _
Import Elecronic Message _ _ _ S _ _ _
ImpontHeader _ _- _- _-

Create Electonic Header - _ *
Ent HeaderDala SM -

Authority Table Checcing 0
Convert Ima to Tex _ S _ - -

P a Text for Searh _ *
Check for Duplicate Documents _ _
MasicDocn~t as Suiedsce-d __*___

Assure Docment Cape Quality _
Pre-Store Qualit Check- Header _ _ _ _

ef-Store Quality Check - Image _0_
Pe-oe Quality Chc - Text _ _ _ _ _
Tet Spell Cbeck _ _ -

Reected Docment lst -_ _
Corrct Header E=rs (Pre-Store) _ _ _ -_ -

Replace Imagc Pages
Inierace Text Cqorrecion - S

* bduda pane wd pw=a pmf
* Funcdons nly avilable if er provides necesy reval hardware and commuicads. Ekleuic mesa

funtons wil oly be avilable to panics.
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TABLE 9.2

ALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS TO USER TYPES (Cont'd)

User Types
.

.
.

a

I.i
0

g
ai

4

I
a
I
At

C.,,

aW

1*

2

[C..

i-:

be

CI
0
t "
aI

CI a

a#

Functions
Storc Document (Link Text, Image, Header) _

Store Document Headt _
,~- - a - a - -Suor Document Text -

Store Document Image
Link Document Components _
Prelu&Oxphan _Ma_ _rext _

Define Infomaion Pac
Quey forDocument 0* _ _ *0

Query Header * 0~ * _** _

QuyTer @0 *I

Text QUy Paramets _ * __

Quav Heade and Text 0 -_ _ *

Savyelwuse Quey *I _ _ __

Provide Query Status @0 _ *
_Quey Assistance @0 _0~- - - - *-

SaveQum Result Set _ 0 0 _

DisplW Document _0 @0 _

Displ Head er 0_ * _
Disply Text 0_0 _ __

Locare Searcb Tems i Document 00 * @0 _

Displa p **a00 @ 0
Image Viewing @0 @0

Display lmage and Text _ _0_ _

Viewing Options -0 *_ *

* Includes parties and potential partis
*0 Functions only available if sr proides necesary retreval hardware and commnicatons. Elecnic meae

functions wfll only be available to parties.
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TABLE 9-2

ALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS TO USER TYPES (Cont'd)

User Tpes_
a -. U- . *

I
,f

1

2
e

6.
0
Os

I

4-

Gd

oiI
IE

9
WC

I d

E

I
a

Cn

*

C
IO- E

P4

C,,
Functions

Start Up System _ 0_ _ _

Shut Down System _ _ _ _ _ _

Backup Data
Restore Data
Monitor Sysm Statu - _ _ _ _

Monitor Session Aciviy _

Data Base Admiisfatimon Tools _ _ _ __

Store Non-Documet-Related Item - _ -_ _

Retideve Non-Document-Related Items - _ _ * _

Delete Non-Document-Related Items _ __

Administer Address Book _
system Lgn
Log-On LSS *
Log-Off LSS-
Change Personal Password
Create/Modify User Account _

Set Functional Access Authoriaons _ _ _ _ _

Set Data Access Authorizations
Set HeaderField Ptecion _ - * _ _ -

Edit Documeants
Edit Header FIds _Pot-Sto

Rqpace Image Pages - Post-Store _ -_ -_
Interacte Text Correction - Post-Store
DocumentDeletion S _
Undelete _ _ -_

* bIxhdes paTmies and potn patics.
* Fmcons oly available ff user povides aocesswy eaial hadware ad commnicatons. Elecuonic message

funcom s wl only be avilable to paries.
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TABLE 9-2

ALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS TO USER TYPES (Cont'd)

- Us" T7Y*
a . - S - S - I. - * a I -

2

S

I
A
:D

e

a

a
U

I
a$

1=6

a

la
9'
X9l

a;

X

i,
0
i<
co

2E
.9
CaFunctions

Identify Document as Sup d d 0 __ _

Print Docment *
PrintHeader 0 _ _ _

PrintText _ __

PMStanadimage 0 000

Print Ovesied ,mag _0 0 0

Print Results List *_
Print Screen . -*

Request Pawe Cmp c ~ e
Process Pape Copy Request 10
Crae Elec ic Ma I _

Delete Electronic Message _

Store Electromic Message _ _ _

Edit Electronc Message00
Electronic Messa_ _in_ 0 _ _

Address Electoic Message -

Send Electronic Messag _
Displa Elemtonic Message _ * _ _ _

Ackmowledge Messag Delivery _
Report MesaeDeliverFaiure
Print Electronic MesE - * a

Designat Official Record Material0
lRetrieve Official Record Material@00o~~~i~ RdM- -_- a

* Inchua patnis and pouma pamc
s Functi only availe if usa prvides necsry muima hcardwr ad Inm icaos Eleronic mesap

funcions will only be aval to prtes.
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�4 � -'-, TABLE 9.2 * 2 1 7ea

ALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS TO USER TYPES (Concluded)

I

X

Izg

Usr Ty,

IF
In'
Mr~

ies

AC

A
6.

EI
0

2
Ca
I
E
I

*
bw
p

D
a
X
In

E

ce
Functions

_. ._.

- ~- - - - - -
Funfo c~mtional Access Authorizations IrI .

Enfe Dat A=cess Authorizaios _
Enforce Header Field Protections 1_

* Incudes panes and potti panies.
** Fudnctos only available ff use provides mnecesay retrieva hardwar and communications. Electronic messag

functs wil ny be avaOlable to pn ics.
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TABLE. 9-3
RETRIEVAL HARDWARE LOCATIONS

LSS Pwrties PubLic Rading o

0

-a B.,

&a

aI"
.a

04

zi

0

0

d

'.5
4)

B.
o,
us

4)

a

a

I.

0

a

z
r9

0

I%-

a
04

0
Acc Locations

DOE Headquame-mmWashington, D.C. 3 1 1 1 _ 3 2
DOE Project Office, Las Vegas, NV _; 1. 1 - _3 2 - -

NRC Reading Room, Washington D.C. 5 2 1 1 _ 3 2 _ _-

NRC Region 1 Office, King of Prussia, PA _ 3 2 _ _

NRC Region 2 Office, Atlanta, GA 32 2 _ _

NRC Region 3 Office, Glenn Ellyn, IL _ _ _ 32 _

NRC Regon 4 Office, Arlington, TX _ _ _ _ _ 32 2 _ _

Las Vegas, NV 3111 _ 32 - _ _
Reno, NV 3 1 11 _ 32 _ 2 _

Carson City, NV 3 1 1 _3 2
irchill County, NV _ _ _ 312 2 _-

Clark County, NV 3 1 1 1 3 2_:
Esmeraldo County, NV 3 1 11 _ 3 2
Eureka County, NV _ _ _ _ 32 2 _-
Inyo County, NV 3 1 11 32 -_
Lander County, NV . -3 2 2'

Lincoln County, NV 311 1 1 3 2

Mineral Countt, NV _ _ _ _

Nye Couny. NV 3 1 11 _ 3 2
White Pine County, NV I I -_ 32 - - -

National Cong. of American Ind , Oneida, WI 3 1 1 1 __ _

Main Facility (Lation TBD) 5 5 2 2 2 _ _ _ _
Hearing Room (Location TBD) 5 3 1 _ 1 _ I __

M&O Las Vegas 5_2 1 1 1
M&OVgignia _52 1 1
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10.0 SYSTEM ARCHI1TECTURE AND DESIGN
I I

The following paragraphs describe additional desired characteristics of the LSS design.
Evaluation of compliance may require subjective judgement or involve cost/benefit tradeoffs.
However solutions with a high degree of compliance with these requirements would be
considered technically superior to other potential LSS solutions.

LSS2-072 Modular Design. The LSS shall be designed using modular design
techniques and well documented software interfaces. As a goal, it will
allow new software components to be integrated into the system without
seriously impacting other software components. In particular the LSS,
software for conversion of image to text will be replaceable without
redesign ofthe other systemcomponents. [LSSI-001O

Comment: The LVSS may exist for tens of years. The system will have to
be modified as necessary to reflect changing technology and requirements
over that time period.

LSS2-073

cLSS2.074

I LSS2-075

\ LSS2-076

j LSS2-077

Government/lnduig Standards. The LSS shall use established
government and/or industry hardware and software standards where
practical. [LSS1-02

User Interfae. The LSS user interface shall employ graphical user
interface techniques which are commonly used in modem commercial
software. All user interface screens within major user functions, (such as
capture, retrieval, and system administration) will provide consistent
presentations of user selectable functions, system messages, menus, on-
line help and data presentation. [LSSI-022J

Move Harlware/Software. The LSS shall provide the capability to
reconfigure software functions to similar hardware components within the
system to provide flexibility in work flow and maximize system
availability. [LSSI-018J

Mcdifiable User Interface. The LSS shall be designed to allow rapid
changes in user interface to accommodate user preferences discovered
during system pre-operational testing and during system operation. [LSS-
001, LSS-022J

Modifiable Header Definition. The LSS shall be designed to allow the
addition and augmentation of documentary and official record fields and
the linking of header fields with external data bases. [LSS1-01S]

Comment: The LSSA may need to augment header information with
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additional field information to characterize, identify, or track materials.
The definition of these augmentation fields is not currently known.

I LSS2-078 The LSS shall provide capabilities which support on-line documentation
as part of an on-line help capability. [LSSI-018J
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GLOSSARY

Bibliographic Header
Subset of the LSS header which is submitted by parties with their documentary material.

Bit-Mapped Image
Electronic representation of an image by individual pixels, or points of light, dark or color,
arranged in row and column order.

Character String
One or more sequential alphanumeric characters or spaces.

Custom Dictionary
Specially constructed dictionary capturing technical and other specialized terms.

CCITT
Comite Consultatif Intemationale de Telegraphique et Telephonique.

Document
Any unit of documentary material. Document boundaries (the beginning and end of a
document, when part of a larger body of material) are defined by the submitter.

Duplicate Document
A document which is duplicative with another document in the LSS in that the two documents
were captured or copied from the same original document, and do not differ in terms of the
document contents or marginalia. Note that the capture or import of a duplicate document may
not result in identical electronic files due to slight differences in the scanning or text conversion
process.

E Sized
34 by 44 inches

JPEG
Joint Photographic Experts Group

LSS Header
As used in this document, LSS header refers to the fields which profile the documentary
material in the LSS as well as any fields used to profile the official record materials.

Official Record
Equivalent to the official docket. Referred to in the LSS rule, 10CFR (2.1013) ,as the

"official record file."
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Official Record Materials
Materials designated as part of the official docket of the license proceedings and placed in the
LSS as such. They include all documents which are considered by the Presiding Officer and, if
there is an appeal or request for discretionary review, by the Commission.

Page
A physical single-sided page of a document, or the image or text resulting from the capture of a
physical page.

Promimity Search
A text search where an occurrence of one string must occur within a specified proximity to an
occupance of another string.

Results List
A list of documents which satisfy a query. The documents are typically identified by one or
more fields from the header, such as title, date and version number.

Root Search
A text search which looks for matches with the specified text string as well as matches with the
root word of the text string.

Session
The period from the time a user logs onto the system to the time the user logs off the system.

Standard Dictionary
Commonly used used authority on spelling.

Superseded Document
A document which no longer represents the latest official version of a document in that it has
been formally superseded by a subsequent version, or rendered invalid due to the introduction
of other documents into the data base.

TIFF
Tagged Image File Format

Wildcard Search
Text search in which a special character in the search criteria represents any single or multiple
ASCII character. Usually, one special charater is used to represent a single character
wildcard, and a separate character is used to represent I to many letter wildcards.
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XA PQI . .E A

APPENDIX A: PHASE I LSS REQLTIEENTS

ISSi-GlO LSS components shall be integrated using modular design
techniques and well-documented interfaces which allow new
components to be integrated into the system without seriously
impacting other components.

The LSS shall adhere to established government and/or industry
hardware and software standards to the extent feasible.

LSS1-002

LSS1-003 The LSS shall provide an electronic information exchange function
to facilitate communications between authorized users. This
function shall allow users to transmit and receive electronic
documents (e.g. motions, filings, orders, decisions, etc.). Each user
shall have a corresponding electronic message center to receiver
and store electronic correspondences.

LSS1-004 The LSS shall be capable of accepting electronically formatted
documentary materials. Within the LSS there must be a concept of
a records package and the records package grouping must be
logically accessible.

ILSS 1-005 The LSS shall provide the capability to recognize characters from
the digital image of a document and convert these characters into a
standard text representation of the document. This optical
character recognition function shall achieve character recognition
accuracies that are achievable withlthe best commercial products
available.at the time of the LSS system design.

LSS1-006 The LSS shall have the capability to create a digital image of each
page of a document

LSS1-007 Documentary material not suitable for imaging and conversion to a
standard text file shall be identified with a header that includes a
reference to the storage location of the material. This reference
shall be descriptive enough for users to identify the location of the
material and how to access the material.
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LSS1-008 The LSS shall include a function that allows document submitters
to verify that document information entered into the LSS data base
is identical to the document information submitted to the LSS
Administrator.

LSS1-009 The LSS shall provide a function to allow all users to detect that
subsequent revisions to a document exist.

LSS1-O10 The LSS shall be accessible from the following locations as a
MM im==

* DOE Headquarters, Washington DC
* DOE Project Office, Las Vegas NV
* NRC Headquarters, White Flint, MD
* NRC Region 1 Office, King of Prussia, PA
* NRC Region 2 Office, Atlanta, GA
* NRC Region 3 Office, Glenn Ellyn, IL
* NRC Region 4 Office, Arlington, TX
* Las Vegas, NV
* Reno, NV
* Carson City, NV
* Nye County, NV
* Lincoln County, NV
* Esmeraldo Count, NV
* Clarke County, NV
* White Pine County, NV
* Eureka County, NV
* Mineral County, NV
* Churchill County, NV
* Lander County, NV
* Inyo County, CA
* National Congress of American Indians,
Oneida, WI

LSS1-011 The LSS shall provide one of two search and retrieval modes for
public access depending upon whether a notice of hearing on the
high-level waste license application has been issued:

Prior to Notice - Full-text search of each field in
the bibliographic headers and retrieval of the header
and associated image.

After Notice is Issued - same as above plus
full-text search of the standard text files.
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Given concurrence of the LSS Advisory Review
Panel, the latter search mode can be provided prior
to the hearing notice.

LSS1-012 The LSS shall be capable of electronically storing and retrieving
the bibliographic headers in the system.

LSS1I013 The LSS shall be capable of electronically storing and retrieving
document text.

LSS1-014 The LSS shall be capable of electronically storing and retrieving
the digital image associated with each page in a document.

LSS1-O1S Potential parties, interested governmental parties, and parties who
access the LSS from locations other than those listed in
requirement MLSS 110] and those specified by the Administrator
shall be provided full text search capability through dial-up access
at the requester's expense.

LSS1-016 Potential parties, interested governmental parties, and parties who
access the LSS from locations other than those listed in
requirement [LSS -0101 and those specified by the Administrator
shall be provided access to images at the requesters expense.

LSS1-017

LSS1.018

Potential parties, interested governmental parties, and parties who
access the LSS from locations in addition to those listed in
requirement [LSSI-010 shall be capable of electronically
requesting a paper copy of a document at the time of search.

The system hlll provide the LSS Administ.r with the necessary
tools to ensure LSS availability and the integrity of the LSS data
base.

LSS1-019

LSS1-020

LSS1-021

The system shall provide the LSS Administrator with the necessary
tools to ensure the security of the LSS. The electronic information
exchange function shall provide password protection for all
documents transmitted electronically.

The LSS shall provide tools to assist the user in retrieving
documents when the unique identifiers for the documents are not
known to the users. Examples might include synonym processing,
thesaurus, natural language queries, or other search aids.

the LSS must have capture functionality and the capability to
validate material submitted in required electronic form.
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LSSI-022 The LSS shall provide a user interface that is consistent with the
acceptable user interfaces available at the time of the LSS design.

LSS1-023 The LSS shall have a function that assists the LSS Administrator in
identifying duplicate documents.

LSS1-024 The electronic information exchange function shall provide for an
electronic acknowledgement that mail has been delivered to the
recipient's electronic message center. The acknowledgement shall
include as a minimum, the name and address of the recipient and
the date the electronic mail was delivered.

ISS1-025 System Definition - - The totality of hardware, software,
communications, data processes and procedures dedicated to
providing document intake, storage, searching, retrieving, and
delivery to the users of the headers, text and images as detailed in
the mission statements found in 10 CFR 2, Subpart J.

ISS1-026 The system shall be able to load transcripts from proceedings and
trnscripts from depositions.

ISS1-027 The LSS will include the capability to catalog records packages
and link the bibliographic headers for the records package and the
bibliographic headers for the components of the package.

LSSI-028 The LSS must accommodate a protective order file, the access to
which is provided only under authorization by the presiding
officer.

LSS1-029 The LSS must be able to provide a mechanism that will allow
retrieval and display of pages of text with the associated images.
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APPENDIX B: ESTIMATED LSS DATA VOLUMES

OCRWM OCRWM NRC NRC Others Others Totd Pages 9"% Relevant 50O Relevant
r- pagestYear. Cuimulative Pages/Year Cumulative Pages/Year Cumulative Added Yearly Cumulative Cumulative

1994 580 k 6,905 k 59 k 550 k 18k 18k 657 k 6,782 k 4,020 k
750 k 7,655 k 59 k 654 k 23 k 41 k 832 k 7,S84 k 4,22 k

1,3SI k 90S k 65 k 760 k 42 k 82 k 1.457 k 8,947 k 5,345 k
1997 1,682 k 10,687 k 71 k _ 891 k 52 k 134 k 1,804 k 10,644 k _669 k
1998 1,970 k 12,67 k 78 k 1,046 k 61 k 195 k 2,109 k 12,632k 7569 k
1999 2,013 k f4,670 k 86 k 1,203 k 62 k 257 k 2,161 k 14,663 k 8,795 k
2000 2276 k 16.946 k 95 k 1,381 k 70 k 327 k 2,440 k 16,959 k 10,181 k
2001 2,371 k 19,317 k 104 k 1,567 k 73 k 400 k 2.548 k 19.351 k 11,625 k
2002 1,628 k 20,945 k 114 k 1,694 k 50 k 450 k 1,793 k 20,994 k 12,616 k
2003 1,S84 k W529 k 126 k 1 818 k 49 k 498 k 1,759 k 2 93 k 13.581 k
2004 1 24,28 k 139 k _6 54 k 552 k 1,949 k 24,365 k 14,651 k
200S 1708 k 25,993 k 152 k 2,089 k 53 k 605 k 1,913 k 26,088 k 15,691k
2006 I 14 27506k 168 k 2.208 k 47 k 652 k 1,128 k 27,615k 16J613k
2007 1.674 k 29,181 k 184 k 2339k 52k 703 k 1,910k 29.305 k 17,632 k
2008 1,76 k 30,937 k 203 k 2,476 k 54 k 757 k 2,013 k 31,077 k 18,702k
2009 1_47 k 32,184 k 223 k 2,574 k 38k 795 k 1409 k 32,335 k 19,461 k
2010 1,124k 33,308 kI 245k 2662k 35 k 830 k 1,404 k 33,469 k 20,146k
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APPENDIX C: LSS FIELD DESCRIPTIONS

Abstract
A brief narrative description of the subject content of the document, or a full description of the
contents of a document that cannot be imaged and converted to searchable text. The abstract is
generally written by the author.

Access Control Information
A code indicating that access to a document is restricted. Access is restricted if the document is
privileged, proprietary, or copyrighted.

Addressee Name
The names of all the persons to whom a document is addressed. Each entry in this field is linked to
a corresponding entry in the Addressee Organization field.

Addressee Organization
The affiliation of each receiver or the organization to whom the correspondence is addressed if there
is no personal receiver. Each entry in this field is linked to a corresponding entry in the Addressee
Name field.

Author Name
The name of each person listed on the document as responsible for all or part of its creation. Only
personal authors are entered in this field. Corporations as authors are captured in the Author
Organization field. Each entry in this field is linked to a corresponding entry in the Author
Organization field.

Author Organization
The name of the organization (i.e., company, corporation or group) with which the author is
affiliated at the time the document was created, or the name of the organization responsible for
creating or originating the document when there is no personal author. If an author works for one
organization and is representing another, both affiliations should be captured. Each entry in this field
is linked to a corresponding entry in the Author Name field.

Comments
Any information not covered in other fields which the submitter or indexer believes would be of help
to identify or retrieve the document, or to further explain any field entry for the document. This field
can be used for entries such as the language of the document (if it is not English) or the page
numbers that are missing in an incomplete document.

Document Date
The date on which the document was completed, issued, effective or published. If the date is
unknown, information in the document will be used to estimate a date.
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Document Number
The identifying number(s) assigned to a document that distinguishes it from other documents (e.g.,
DOE Order No., Public Law number, report number). Document numbers appear (typed or
handwritten) on the document itself and ae considered to be control numbers. The Document
Number is generally assigned by the issuing agency. Examples are report numbers, or public law
numbers such as SAND86-1023, PL95-16, or H101-364.

Document Type
The general format or physical presentation of the document. Examples include correspondence,
report or procedure.

Identifiers
Words or phrases that the submitter or indexer believes represent the subject content of the document
and will assist users in retrieval. These may be acronyms or informal terms or cross-references to
alternate nomenclature. The terms in this field may be included in a controlled vocabulary/LSS
Thesaurus.

Keywords
Words or phrases that the submitter provides with the document to represent the subject content of
the document and to assist the user in retrieval. Keywords am not necessarily contained in-the LSS
Thesaurus.

ISS Accession Number
A unique identifier assigned to each document entering he system. The capture station at which the
document enters the LSS is also identified as part of this number. The LSS Accession Number will
also be used as a Related Record Number pointer for documents which have relationships to other
documents in the LSS.

Media
The physical material upon which a document is stored.

Number of Images
The number of images of a document that was imaged from a hard-copy.

Package Identifier
An identifier assigned to all components of a group of documents submitted as a single entity. This
field enables a package containing many documents which may or may uot have relationships among
them to be reassembled quickly and easily.

Participant Accession Number
A unique identification number assigned by the participant organization to each document submitted
for entry into the ISS. This number assists the organization in locating documents it has submitted.
This field should contain a specific alpha code identifying the participant orgiion. e.g., DOE,
NRC, NEV, and any other alphanumeric scheme which the submitting organization might use in
accessioning their own documents. The number used may be the accession number used in the
submitting organization's records system.
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Physical Location Reference Information
Information on the storage location of an item submitted to the LSS as header only because its form
does not permit imaging.

QA Record
An indicator of whether the document is a quality assurance record. Quality assurance records are
those whose contents have been determined to furnish evidence of the quality and completeness of
data, items, and activities related to the safety of the repository program.

Related Record Code
The code that represents the type of relationship between the document being entered and a
document to which it is related. Each code in the authority list will have a reciprocal code; for
example, the reciprocal of a document (A) that is attached to another document (B) is document (B)
has attachments (A). Examples of Related Record Codes include: REV (revises or is a later version
of), COR (corrects) or SUPR (supersedes). Each entry in this field is linked to a corresponding entry
in the Related Record Number field.

Related Record Number
This field contains the LSS Accession Number(s) of a document that has a particular relationship
to the document being entered. There are several types of relationships, such as: parent/child (a
document and its attachments); original/subsequent (a document and a later version, comments,
corrections, or errata); and whole/part (a book and its chapters, a journal and its articles); and an
information package and the cataloging units it contains. The type of relationship is captured in the
Related Record Code field. Each entry in this field will be linked to a corresponding enty in the
Related Record Code field.

Special Class

This field identifies documents with special characteristics that are not captured in other fields; for
example, a document in a foreign language.

Title
An identifying sentence or phrase given to the document that appears on the document, i.e., the
actual title. If the actual title is not present for a document, a title must be created.

Traceability Code
A code that indicates the type of traceabilit number. Examples of this code include: DTMN(technical
data link), DI (Document Identifier), and WBS (Work Breakdown Structure). Each entry in this field
is linked to a corresponding entry in the Traceability Number field.

Traceability Number
An identifier that has been assigned to a document in order to link it to a specific activity. These
identifiers will enable searchers to easily retrieve all documents associated with any given activity
by providing a special linkage not available through other fields. Examples of traceability numbers
include WBS numbes, Data Tracking Number, and configuration item identifiers. Each entry in this
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field is linked to a corresponding entry in the Traceability Code field.

Vrsion
The version, revision number, or status of a document that has or will have multiple iterations. It
will correspond to information contained on the document, e.g., Revision 2, Version 1. Final, or
Draft.

ISS Record Housekeeping and Audit Fields
(Field definitions to be provided by the NRC)

- Date Received at LSS
- Date Available in LSS
- DateTime Leaded into LSS
- Datdrime of Last Modification
- LSSIndexer ID
- Station ID
-QCID
- Subject and Abstract Cataloger ID
- Cataloging QC ID
- Processing Stage Status
- Verification ED

Change Tracking Log
- Electronic Signature Verification
- Electronic Image Location
- Searchable Text Reference Info
- LSS Audit Info
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